Resources for you and your community

ICE RAIDS

Immigrant Advocate Network (IAN)
The Immigrant Advocate Network (IAN) has an excellent Raids and Immigration Enforcement library with legal materials with sample motions to suppress, bond motions, complaints for racial profiling. It also includes raid response plans and advocacy materials. CLINIC affiliates can register to become a member of IAN at http://www.ian.org.

RAID RESPONSE PLANS


AILA Chapters: Workplace Raids Action Plan; Lessons Learned From New Bedford, MA; and Raids Preparedness Checklist. By the American Immigration Lawyers Association. You can access materials at: www.aila.org. Additionally, there are other materials available to members on AILA’s website.

Maryland Raid Response Plan. By CASA of Maryland. For a copy of the plan or for more information you can contact Eliza Leighton at (301) 431-4185.

Community Raid Preparedness Checklist. By the Fair Immigration Reform Movement. You can access this document at: www.fairimmigration.org

How to be Prepared for an Immigration Raid. By the National Immigration Law Center (NILC). You can access this document at: www.nilc.org

From Raids to Deportation: A Community Resource Kit. By the National Immigration Project of the National Lawyers Guild, Inc. and Detention Watch Network. You can access this document at: www.detentionwatchnetwork.org.


The Episcopal Churc

is committed to welcoming strangers as a matter of Christian responsibility. Under this mandate the Episcopal Church requests the halt of an enforcement only approach and policies that criminalize migrants and divide families. Congress should provide oversight of ICE enforcement actions and call for the end of these measures that provide an inadequate response to the current immigration situation. Enforcement only policies only make more evident the need for a comprehensive immigration reform.
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